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Our cheder’s voice
Cheder Chabad Boys Division
Letter from the Menahel:
Dear Parents,
This Shabbos we bentch the month of Kislev, which we refer to as the Chassidishe Month.
Many special events and programs are being planed. These events serve two purposes: to teach the
children about our history and to imbue more chassidishkeit into their life.
A Parable
We breath every moment of our lives. However, when we sleep we take shallow breaths while when
we run we need to take deeper and more frequent breaths. The breaths that keep us alive at night,
are insufficient to support excessive physical activity.
Analogy
The energy that keeps our Yiddishkeit going, while it is constant, like oxygen, it can be shallow.
Learning chassidus and leading a chassidshe life fills our lungs with more air, with extra support, to
strengthen our chayos in serving Hashem and to transform us into vibrant and lebedike Yidden.
Let us daven this Shabbos mevarchim that our efforts on behalf of our talmidim will yield an added
boost of chassidish chayos to our children.
Rabbi Kaplan
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A PEEK AT OUR WEEK

Mrs. Mandel’s first graders have been working on their literacy skills. They have been focusing on arranging events in sequence, inflectional endings, pronoun referents and contractions. In math, they have been
working on the commutative property of addition. The boys worked on an activity illustrating the commutative property by drawing two pictures and adding their values in different orders while getting the same
sum. They enjoy the math problem of the day each day as they hone in on different math skills.
Mrs. Nadav's class was introduced to poems and read several styles of poems. Although many are familiar with poems written as rhymes, a poem does not have to rhyme. A poem paints a picture with words.
The class wrote a poem together describing the leaves in the fall, each boy adding some of the lines. The
result was truly fantastic! Each boy then chose his own topic and wrote down a list of words and phrases
and put them in the order he wanted. Wow! What beautifully descriptive poetry! We will be compiling these
into our own poetry book, iy’H. We played a fun group game this week called My Feelings. It explores
many different emotions using the medium of an active board game. As the players move along the board,
they encounter children's faces showing various emotions. When landing on a space, one might be asked
to tell of something that makes him feel a certain feeling or what one can do when a specific feeling occurs.
Miss Klatzko’s second graders are nearing the end of Chapter 2 and are eager to go on to even more advanced math. By now, the boys are very comfortable with 3 digit numbers and can use their comparing
tools to decide greater than, less than, or equal. The boys started doing this by using quick pictures and
now they can do it mentally. They also practiced writing 3-digit numbers in word form and are learning the
spelling of the numbers. The magic E is taking the boys further in reading. From rob, hop, and cod to
robe, hope, and code, the boys are reading away!! The unit on the five senses was brought to a whole
new level with the introduction of taste. The class discussed the flavor and texture of the different foods
and whether they were their taste. Every day the boys learn a new quote and the message it teaches.
They wait with excitement to see who will get the secret sign of the day!
This week Mrs. Volfman’s third graders began to learn multiplication. Using math manipulatives, they explored many different concepts to understand the properties of multiplication. In their spelling unit the
boys were introduced to homophones. They had fun making a craft with different homophones. They also
began to learn how to write in cursive using the “Handwriting Without Tears” curriculum. B”H it was a very
productive and engaging week.
Mrs. Eckstein’s third grade has been busy problem solving all week. In reading they concluded their article about endangered animals. Then in writing they wrote about the causes of that danger and had a discussion about ways to solve the issues. In math they also learned about problem solving! The boys practiced word problems and how to recognize whether to add or subtract. In addition, they have learned how
to "borrow" across zeros. In science the boys wrote their first "lab report" on last week's experiment. On
Thursday, lekovod Parshas Chayei Sara, the boys made homemade 'play-doh' and learned how to "braid'
challah. And, of course, the elections are still the main topic of discussion in Current Events (during which
the class also discussed Kristallnacht).
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
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Happy Birthday

Sholom Lowenbein and Sholom Silverman

May you have a Shnas Hatzlochah!
Mazel Tov to Mendel and Laizer Riesenberg on the
birth of their new baby brother.
Mazel Tov to Mordechai and Mendel
Rosenfeld on the birth of their new baby
brother.
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